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Generál USMC David H. Berger, který se 1. ledna vzdal velení nad

oddílem americké armády White Hat, se ztratil a nebyl viděn od 6.

ledna, řekly zdroje z kanceláře generála Erica M. Smitha Real Raw

News.

Než odstoupil, generál Berger řekl, že v blízké budoucnosti zůstane v

Camp Pendleton jako poradce, což dávalo smysl, protože posledních

několik let strávil plánováním protipovstaleckých operací proti
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agentům Deep State a znal příslušníky služeb pod jeho velením. Řekl

však, že ho boj unavoval, a vybral Smithe, aby nesl pochodeň.

Zdroje RRN řekly, že generál Berger opustil Camp Pendleton v

osobním vozidle 6. ledna v 18:30. Na rozdíl od některých vojenských

zařízení je Camp Pendleton uzavřenou základnou; jeho osmi

přístupovými body mohou procházet pouze pověřené osoby, které

jsou zde umístěny, nebo úředníci návštěvníci, kteří jsou nepřetržitě

obsluhováni námořními strážemi, které zaznamenávají časy vstupu a

výstupu vysoce postaveného personálu. Neexistuje žádný záznam o

jeho návratu do Camp Pendleton po svém odjezdu v 18:30.

„To je velmi neobvyklé. Generál Berger obvykle dává zaměstnancům

vědět, pokud plánuje být pryč déle než jeden den. Má zálibu v

přesnosti. Například: Pokud řekne, že se vrátí další den v 09:00,

můžete se vsadit, že bude. Nepamatuji si ani jednou, že by zmizel tak

dlouho, aniž by dal někomu tady nebo své rodině vědět, kde by byl,“

řekl náš zdroj.

Dodal, že personál kontaktoval generálovu nejbližší rodinu, ale ani

oni nevěděli o jeho současném pobytu. Byli požádáni, aby jeho

zmizení drželi pod pokličkou, zatímco White Hats provedou

vyšetřování.

„  dne jsme kontaktovali místní nemocnice. Možná měl havárii.

Ale nic. Nikomu neřekl, kam jde, a určitě ani nemusí. Někteří

mariňáci vytvořili pátrací skupiny a vydali se ho hledat v blízkých

oblastech. Žádné štěstí,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Na otázku, zda má personál možnost triangulovat jeho polohu

čtením pingů z mobilních věží, odpověděl: „Nechci se pouštět do

toho, co můžeme nebo nemůžeme dělat, ale podnikáme kroky,

abychom zabránili triangulaci mobilních telefonů, protože to

neumíme. chceme, aby Deep State dělal nám to, co my jim. Totéž pro

GPS zabudované do moderních vozidel – zavřeli jsme ty sračky, aby

nemohly sledovat naše pohyby.“

Osmého
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Přestože White Hats nemají žádný důkaz o špatné hře, všechny

možnosti jsou na stole. Únos by mohl ohrozit operace White Hat,

řekl náš zdroj.

„Generál Berger byl vycvičen, aby odolal výslechu, včetně mučení, ale

je nemožné odhadnout, jak by někdo reagoval na drogy měnící mysl.

Generálova mysl je trezorem tajemství,“ řekl na závěr.

(Návštíveno 59 748 krát, 2 171 návštěv dnes)

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

 
using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 14 hours ago by Delavic

Jesus said it will be easier for a camel to enter the eye of a needle

than for a rich person to enter the gates of heaven. Rather you

believe in Jesus or not is not an issue. He’s real and he is the True

word. REPENT of your sins and ask Jesus into your heart and make

it fast or you will be lost in the pit of fire forever.

I didn’t say I wanted him or anyone else silenced, censored, etc. I

said I couldn’t imagine why anyone would give the comment a

negative vote. I am allowed to say what I feel about things.

It’s obvious. Berger was a Deep State clone. This explains why the

White Hats have failed to prevail for 5+ years

Remember, and I dont care whos pushing anything. You are the one

who makes the decision. Use your own 2 cents of thought , if you

have it! Why would anyone say,

“Im taking the jab, because so and so said to!” Follow the flock.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Most people don’t realize the medical community and the

government are satanic.

They listen to them and do what they say.

They need to be told the truth for actual change to occur.

Sheeple do this all the time…My mom did because my sister in law

took the jab and told mom she should, AFTER I told her not to…

sheeple follow each other. All those employee’s of companies did

because they were told to…There is a bunch of sheeple everywhere.

There were government supported shaming campaigns being pushed

relentlessly by the zionist satanist jew controlled msm, then there

were the sports figures and actors that got in on the bullshit

narratives of take the vaxx campaigns as well. Many people fell for

this heinous bullshit. FUCK people that did not get the vaxx and

boosters were being THREATENED.

Service members were under ORDERS to take the Vaccines. Bob was

merely stating Berger supported the vaccine MANDATES that were

being forced in the service members, so yeah there is a PROBLEM

with that. BERGER SUPPORTED THE MANDATES

I know it’s way off but a general being important like this and

missing seems like clones might explain some things. But they would

already likely have been tested for this kind of thing.

That is right. Berger was in DENIAL of the clones existence, or so he

said, REALLY that is hard to believe, being a General. It could be

more of Berger’s denial was more about Berger FAILING TO ACT,

and this being by design.

My suspicion is that the White Hats do not know as much about the

Deep State’s cloning capabilities as they think they do. MB previously

wrote that there are tell-tale signs such as the clones’ lack of back

molars. But what if all clones are not created equal? Perhaps those

flawed clones are deemed ‘good enough’ for purporting the
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continued existence of people like Fauci for the TV cameras. But

meanwhile, the high-quality, near-perfect-replica cloning techniques

are reserved for the Deep State clones that serve as spies and

infiltrators.

Those were not clones, those were cyborgs or at least that is what I

remember of that movie. But correct me if I am wrong.

NO , The people at GITMO have been aware. This more about Berger

denying the clones existence, he failed to follow through on tips or

possible clone operations because he figured the clone thing was BS

so he never acted on intel regarding clones. I sense BERGER IS

CORRUPT, AND WHITE HATS KNOW THIS, THUS BERGER

TOOK OFF, BAD BERGER!

That was the act he kept up to maintain his position in the White

Hats as chief saboteur. You are so easily duped by clones, Jan. Wake

up.

Jan, you’re a smart lady. You know a troll turd when you see one. If

you don’t feed them they die.

The Snake people, who else could it be. They’re just telling us they

are here and intend on retaliating, we take one of theirs, they take

one of ours.

 
When you send solders to battle, don’t expect them to all come back.

The reptilians are a solid guess, but I would not count out the Mole

People from having a hand in this one just yet.

No General of the US Military goes missing more than 1 hour – the

investment of tax-payer dollars training him and educating him is

too high to casually ignore….his staff knows where he is at all times.

He does not drive himself.

He’s either at GITMO, or in an office adjacent to Loyd Austin as

negotiation collateral.
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Awfully fishy that the entire country’s flights were shut down. The

last time that happened was on 9/11. No, something is going on.

Could have something to do with FAA shifting to WOKE operations

under Sec.Butt -gig WEF agent.

Likely ALL of our Deep-State trolls and 3-letter agents will down-

vote. It is their jobs and we and JAG and white hats are their

enemies.

Yes imagine have a job like that, sitting at a computer trolling &

down-voting comments! Losers all of them!

Yesss absolutely I’m definitely concerned for him but I’m praying for

God’s protection to surround him because he is a believer and he

does trust in God to protect him 24/7

WELL this is possible, but highly unlikely. He is a good person and

would never want to cause harm to those close to him that cares so

very much for him……. But, even me, a great grandmother is really

upset. I have never met him, but am so very concerned since he has

had to deal with the very lowest and most dangerous people in the

world.

I suspect it’s a way for him to go underground….He may be on a

mission that’s highly confidential. We’ll all be praying for his safety

and welfare regardless of his situation!!!!

Me too! I truly admire him and hope Trump has pulled out all the

stops on this! Berger is someone I trusted, even more than Trump.

I’m with you on that, I’m also great grandmother too…having this

news doesn’t make since…I really care about our military being in

very dangerous positions. I don’t know what to think, very

concerned.
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These are not your typical “business as usual” times we are living in…

we’ve never been faced with such a deep and broad spectrum of

operational challenges as we are today….This is virgin territory for

many of even the most Seasoned Military Members…..who knows

why he’s off the radar….it may be foul play, and it may not! Time will

tell…..

Maybe he’s the one who will be given the ‘All Systems Go’ to ignite

the Nesara for the US! Whoever that is has to be kept under wraps

from the DS as to not cause harm to him or his family. If he is that

person, well played DJT, well played. He would’ve been the least

likely person they’d be looking for. Prayers up!

Yep. I just did the tarot cards on him. He’s not too happy right now,

but hard at work.

Maybe he just went away somewhere for a break. It helps to break up

the routine at times….

Unlikely… we just go someplace quiet, but fam know where we are

just incase.

 
So my guess is; he is with others setting a trap. Remember the 3D’s –

Distraction, Divert & Divide……..

If that was true surely he’d tell his family when he’ll return even if he

doesn’t tell them where he is or what he’s doing!

They could be easily shaked down, especially when there’s young

children involved; so it’s best not to even let them know.

Exactly. My nephew had a high security clearance, was in the Navy

on submarine patrol and he never let anyone know where he was

going or when he’d be back. Berger would follow a similar protocol

while on business.

He’s military….follows law and order…this isn’t civilian life option

here…need to think outside the box, don’t be stuck.
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All military must submit a pass or leave request for time away from

their duty position. That includes a point of contact number in case

you are recalled for duty. Otherwise you are technically on duty

24/7/365.

Either he’s AWOL, which is doubtful, captured, as this article is

alluding to, or he is currently on a classified operation and the white

hats gave MB this information to foster a disinformation operation.

Remember the bad guys read this website also. If they thought a low

level group of their’s was operating independently they’d be going

wild trying to figure out who has Berger. It could be designed to

cause a divide in their forces. Then again, Berger could be working

with the CinC now on a bigger mission than GITMO.

The fact that Berger did not specify when he would return leads me

to believe that Berger is MIA on purpose, and doing whatever

business he has decided to embark upon. This is far better than if

Berger had said he would return tomorrow at 0900 and then was a

no-show.

They want his intel!!!! Not about one incident. This man has wreaked

havoc on the Deep State for years.

“For we are not fighting against flesh-and-blood enemies, but against

evil rulers and authorities of the unseen world, against mighty

powers in this dark world, and against evil spirits in the heavenly

places.” God please protect this amazing man against both Democrat

and Devil.

Yes, I so agree with this prayer…….it keeps reminding us of how dark

and evil the demonic world is……and it is happening before our very

eyes. It is a fight between good and evil, and this goes back to the

garden with Adam and Eve…….we must never stop fighting but keep

in mind ….evil prevails when good men do nothing….as Edmund

Burke says..
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We’ve pulled the vale away from their face and show you the worlds

enemy, it is up to you to do as God wants you to do. He said he has

loved them, however he also says they are from the synagogue of

Satan and of the darkness – they are thieves & liars, murderers and

we are free to do as we see fit with them.

 
bitchute DOT com/video/TbMB5jOgsFQZ/

THIS IS A MUST SEE VIDEO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 
WATCH IT ASAP!

Let your Holy Spirit be with General Berger, to help and be with him

in this difficult time.

 
In Jesus name we pray.

 
Amen!

And again, Amen! Lord, send your warring angels to where he is and

stop the hand of the enemy against America, the nation that you

love!

He left in a private vehicle. easy to apprehend someone in a private

vehicle. Should have been under a security team at the very least.

Sloppy operation for the white hats.

 
That would be like letting Trump take a private vehicle to the grocery

store.

This was a messy mistake, but he doesn’t know what the new general

has planned so things will change from what he might have known in

the past, hence why he stepped down.

 
I’m sure he was picked up for there is no other reason for him to

disappear for almost a week.

That’s why this article makes no sense! Sure, let one of the top 10

most important people just joy ride all alone… when pigs fly! Again,

this is all a part of The Plan That Blows of which we have not seen

one spec of truth as to its existence!
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My personal thinking is this is some kinda plan! Berger is to smart to

just be picked up by the enemy!!! Well at least i hope so!!

Don’t just assume anything beyond what we know….I do not think

for one minute he was without a Security detail…he’s too high profile

for that to happen.

I don’t think for one minute he was without a Security detail…he’s

too high profile for that to happen.

And without any form of security for a high profile “enemy of the

deep state.” This is a whitehat debacle of the highest order.

Gen. Berger may have been a Deep State operative all along, meaning

he is corrupt.This could be reason for so many failed operations and

operations that were obviously tipped -off. Satellite surveillance will

most likely tell the tale as well as other technology. Some entity in the

chain knows what is going on ,so what has happened or will happen ,

the narrative will be forth coming in time ,possibly. Will readers get

the truth and facts…………?

Agree with the theory that Berger is corrupt & may have been taken

out of the picture, by the White Hats/Special Forces, for treason.

Our CEO has a security detail with him at all times, even on company

premises, because of his security clearances. Why would Gen. Berger

not have the same? He must be doing something secret.

Is the one with Trump who can recede Act of 1807

 
Is in charge of Gitmo

 
Was in charge of White Hats

 
Was/is close to Trump

Prime target for DS

FYI:
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FAA grounded ALL flights in the same timeline

Think whatever you want but it could be The Military who requested

the FAA to do so under guise of a system failure

For me its a funny coincidence…

The official reason so far:

 
Every flight across US grounded due to computer system glitch

 
The Federal Aviation Administration said it was working to restore

its Notice to Air Missions system which alerts pilots of potential

hazards along a flight route. Some 4,948 flights within, into or out of

the US have been delayed, according to a flight tracking website, and

868 cancelled.

All outbound flights were grounded until around 9am Eastern Time

(2pm GMT) as the Federal Aviation Administration worked to

restore its Notice to Air Missions (NOTAM) system, which alerts

pilots of potential hazards along a flight route.

As of 3pm GMT 4,948 flights within, into or out of the US have been

delayed, according to flight tracker FlightAware.com, while 868 have

been cancelled. Most delays were concentrated along the East Coast.

“Normal air traffic operations are resuming gradually across the US

following an overnight outage to the Notice to Air Missions system

that provides safety info to flight crews,” the FAA said.

“The ground stop has been lifted. We continue to look into the cause

of the initial problem.” SkyNews

I would not expect the real reason to be told as is if it is from a

Military order.

 
They would want to keep it under the rug for obvious reason.

 
Imagine if we were told “a Military operation is ongoing, all flights

has been suspended until further notice”

 
would results in chaos.
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Until The Military come in the foreground with a Martial Law or

something like this, everything is being condulted in the background.

I would not expect otherwise.

If a “catch” has been made, let think it might be a BIG fish and

maybe why Gen. H. Berger is MIA

Nationwide ground stop is a big deal. All flights required to land

immediately, no takeoffs allowed, all commercial and private flights

grounded. Of course, military flights unaffected.

The real military or the DS military under Austin? This is getting

pretty real at this juncture folks.

Austin may have already been picked up after those nasty threats he

made. We are not privy to all their information.

Who has a home in Delaware besides the Resident?

“Why is the Saudi Arabian military leaving Delaware, USA in the

middle of the night?

Who’s on the plane?

 
Why?

 
Image at 0225.

Coordinated military operations World_Wide.”

 
SGAnon, 3 am, 1-11-23

Maybe this is about taking down Pedo-joe Biden and the Executive

branch……..possibly.

General Berger ‘MIA’ on Jan 6th, on the anniversary of Jan 6th.

 
With his sword dance with SA royals, DJT showed us they are allies.

 
There are no coincidences.

 
Perhaps Berger escorted some prisoners captured in Delaware

during the Jan 11th ground stop, flying to a US JAG base in SA,

aboard the SA military flight that was not grounded in the ground
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stop.

Similar flight to SA happened during the 911 nationwide ground stop.

 
So what are the clues we are supposed to garner from this?

Gen. H. Berger “resignation” wasn’t from sudden.

 
Is It was planned?

 
MIA (dark) for “planned reasons”?

 
We will never know the extent of The Plan to bring down The Cabal

 
But it works and the ending is nearer than it ever was

 
Though still a ton of ups & downs to go thru

I will remains fully confident about 2023 and the final outcome

Ditto. And I fully expect that all communication: computers, tv, our

phones, etc, will be completely silent with the big transfer of power.

Part of the PLAN? Never too late to pray.

HE’S THE ONE DESIGNATED TO PULL THE SWITCH FOR

NESARA/GESARA! HA! I figured it out!! Well played DJT, Well

played!

Last edited 10 hours ago by Sismj

At 6:30 PM or 18:30 hrs. for those folks that follow or are familiar

with Gematria , there maybe something there. RUN THE

NUMBERS……………..

Jan. 6 2023, 6:30 PM , 18:30 hrs, 1 ,6 , 18:30 18 divided by 3 = 6,

three 6’s , 1 6 666 or some shit , I not too familiar with Gematria, but

I an quite sure there are folks out there that are.

Vox Day noted this on his blog early today followed with much

speculation, and it is curious that Gen. Berger would go missing

around the same time. Possible that he’s involved with an op, and

didn’t want anyone to know. It would have to be huge to involve him

in person.
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For sure saying he didn’t believe in clones.

Backing Trump without question.

 
Letting Deep state escape from Castle rock.

Hmmm.

This Happened in the Philippines on 1st January same excuse.

 
They can run but there’s no hiding place.

Does the FAA have the authority to ground military flights? I really

don’t know. I wouldn’t think so, but have no information on this.

When I was flying, I was familiar with a lot of FAA rules, but

somehow, this never came up.

Isn’t FAA Public entity only and have no business in Military affair?

I do think Military has the power over any Public regulator or

oversight

They are separate entity

Yes, the FAA answers to the US Military.

 
The US Military can order a nationwide groundstop. Of course the

FAA could appeal to a legitimate President, but the military probably

already had his permission.

All Federal agencies already know the Resident is not legitimate.

Which would means a White Hats operation

Some goose bumps here and may also means good news for Gen. H.

Berger going dark or was a retaliation about that… which remains

unclear for outsiders as we are.

 
Let’s remains by thinking the positive way.

If it is a White Hat op, WHY would they put the word out that Gen.

Berger is missing? Unless it’s an op gone wrong, maybe?

My thoughts as I expressed in a previous posts is we are is

information war
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FAA was brought by me as a “diversion”

Then I was thought about SA leaving Delaware in the middle of the

night.

I do not know why they come-up with that news today

But If I were Gen. H. Berger and with what I saw during my White

Hats leadership where information are leaked somehow and I had to

go in a BIG operation… I would go dark, not saying a word to anyone

and would have a handful of trusted men with me.

So, he might be MIA but after that anything is possible

 
But the man isn’t a weak one, he is a brilliant & experienced one

I just try to think logically and put myself in his shoes to try to make

sense of it.

Excellent observations and I sure hope it is a big operation as you say

WindGhost. We will pray and hope for his return.

Remember the 3D’s – Distract, Divert, & Divide…

 
You and Davis are on the right track… We are looking at this ‘box’.

 
Berger MIA

 
Mil tells FAA to gnd planes

 
Sau leaves ‘Delaware’ at 2am

 
faa reopens slowly

 
————-

 
past – Austin, Wray, Blinken leave/flee country

 
————-

 
who is bill burns? what 3 letter depts are left in del… control??

 
who took over/replacements of depts —-

 
————-

 
sealed clone lab but still feel vibs under….

 
loose lips around…………….
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I was reading about today’s(Jan 11,2023) FAA shutdown from 5:30

AM to around 9 AM and the word they are putting out is they

decided to reboot their computers to see if that fixes the

communication problems with the pilots. They also said it was not a

cyber attack. They would not admit that unless it was to their

advantage. The sheep can’t handle that news.

 
I’m not sold on any of this.

 
That being said, a lot of things seem to be happening all at once.

Could be a good sign. With all the necessary secrecy, we may never

know.

 
All we can do is speculate and pray that this is just an ultra secretive

op of the white hats and Gen. Berger is safe and sound wherever he

is.

Maybe it is a lure? Make the other side think they have won to let

their guard down?

I’m asking the same question!!! This seems like very Unmilitary

behavior!!! Also, perhaps it’s not ‘an op gone wrong’ but an op that is,

or has already been, set up. I share your questioning……

Planned 5-day military event culminating in the ground stop?

 
This also happened last night. Who lives in Delaware?

 
Is there a JAG base in Saudi Arabia?

 
“Why is the Saudi Arabian military leaving Delaware, USA in the

middle of the night?

 
Who’s on the plane?

 
Why?

 
Image at 0225.

 
Coordinated military operations World_Wide.”

 
SGAnon, 3 am EST, 1-11-23

Consider this.

 
Which basement is ‘Obama’ supposedly in, giving orders and tele-

prompts to the Resident? The WH basement? The fake WH
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basement? Or the Resident’s Delaware home basement?

Did they snatch the Resident actor, Obama actor, or both of them?

Last edited 15 hours ago by Michael R Davis

There was US Military or US National Guard Units involved with

Saudi Military in the Las Vegas false flag psy-op on Oct. 1, 2017, And

there was a US Air Force Commander that was in charge of the Air

Force Base just out side of Las Vegas that was relived of his

Command right after the mass shooter false flag psy-op. Some of the

helicopters that were involved were Saudi Air Force or Saudi

National Defense. They were flying in MH Little Birds and they were

flying in from some base near Phoenix AZ. I am sketchy on the

details as it has been so long since the event.

I believe that it was called a “groundstop” which is why a Spirit pilot

who was already taxying the runnway for takoff was getting scolded

by the tower to whcih he replied that they only said “groundstop” and

not “airstop” so he took off.

Last time ALL US flights were grounded was… September 11, 2001…

That should tell you the gravity of the situation… this is very

serious…

How is the FAA going to enforce grounding US Military flights? Are

they going to send Butt -gig out to do it ? Pete Butt -gig and his Band

of Merry Fairies. LoL

Right from the beginning I thought the FAA shutdown was done by

the military, possibly as a precursor to the 10-day shutdown. Just

sayin’ …

To me there are no coincidences, either a White Hat or Black Hat

operation, but God always has the last word!
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Do you really need to constantly suck up to God? God is not human!

Does not need brown nosing! Think about it…where is your faith if

you’re always groveling?

Interesting point, Ceecee, for which you will likely catch hell for

making. Yet it reminds me that the 60 years of the Scottish

Enlightenment (a necessary precursor to the American

Enlightenment), began with the hanging of a 19 year old kid for

“impiety.” One brief remark, as I recall. The collective nausea over

what they had done drove a cultural change that continues to nourish

Western Civilization to this day. Bad for the kid, though. And even

here and even today, I guess the First Ammendment pinches

sometimes. I’m catching hell on here today for saying that I’m

“awakened.” Another precursor to the American Enlightenment was

the Protestant “Great Awakening” of 1760-1770. And, they say that

we Trumpers are in the midst of our own “Great Awakening.” So, let

this stand for A GREAT BIG PLUS SIGN for you. I’m glad you’re on

our side. wwg1wga

I don’t like it when she calls communicating with God “sucking up”

or “brown-nosing.” That’s just wrong.

He likes it when we acknowledge that no one has the answers but

Him. It s called having “faith”, without which it is impossible to

please Him.

You are infringing upon his 1st Amendment.

I do not recall you being made speech/text moderator.

 
If you can’t say something positive, just ignore it and move on.

 
If he wants to “brown nose”, that’s his prerogative.

IF YOU OWN THIS SITE, block him if you don’t like what he’s

saying. Otherwise, he has just as much right as you to express his

opinions.

 
You would probably be much happier if you got that thorn removed

from your nether region.

By the way, God loves you.
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Plenty of flights all over the map,probably thousands of them along

with lots of mil aircraft.check them out

here;www.globe.adsbexchange.com hit the U for mil. only.

Yep military aircraft can go dark if they choose to & there seems to

good reason to do so right now!

NOTAM “Notices to Air Missions” in 2021, is meant to alert pilots to

hazards, everything from snow, volcanic ash or birds near an airport.

It also provides information on closed runways and TEMPORARY

AIR RESTRICTIONS (such as Gen. Berger going somewhere?).

Used to be Notices to Airmen till the FAA went WOKE with Butt -gig

as Sec.. The Fag , Fairy , Tranny take -over of the FAA. FUCKING

PATHETIC. This woke fruit Butt -gig is WEF. he should be

REMOVED by FORCE very soon.

I couldn’t agree more. The FAA grounded the whole US and not just

a few places. I find it hard to believe that the whole US computer

system can be compromised so easily, unless it’s intentional.

Most definitely a better reason than an antiquated modem! I was

waiting to see who they might be looking for. Pray they found him!

Pete Buttigieg is claiming it was a safety reason the computer system

failed. I don’t buy it. He is doing something wrong. Buttigieg is not to

be trusted. He is following orders either under Klaus Schwab or the

Rothschilds or the US deep state.

dailymail dot co dot uk slash news slash article-11622941 slash

Hundreds-flights-grounded-leaving-passengers-stranded-FAA-

systems-outage.html

Berger has not been heard from since the Jan.6 ,2023, 6:30 PM or

18:30 hrs., Today is the Jan.11 ,2023. Is Berger attempting to flea the

country………..reason for Grounding all flights………? Maybe he is on

a boat or ship. He is a Marine , so that would not be unusual.
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Facts are the effects of causes. The story is either true and

remarkable in several ways, or the White Hats wish we, the

Awakened-Ones, to simply believe it. Either way, it is traceable up

the chain of effects to a cause. Reality has become roulette. You can

bet on red or black, or you can take the longer odds.

Last edited 16 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

I knew there was something wrong with you. You are Illuminati –

Deep State! “we, the Awakened-Ones” Demonic.

That is a serious charge. Why don’t you do everyone a favor and lay

out the specifics, if you have any, Ruth? Count, by count, by count. If

not today, then come back another day and serve me with your

indictment. BTW, I am as far from Illuminati, Cabal, or Deep State as

is our hero president. This is a fresh tactic. Up until now they have

tried simple things such as attempts on my life and morale

inhibitors. But now, to actually be charged with being one, adds a

whole new dimension. Rather like Salem, Mass year 1690. I await

your response.

Delenda Est Coniurati.

Yes they tried to hang me at the Salem RRN Witch trials as well. It is

idiot soup here.

What do you know about Witch Accusations and Witch Trials in the

USA in the past? How many witch killings happened in the USA

total, and who was responsible? How many in Europe? Did the

Catholic Church kill anyone for being Witches? Who did the

accusations with the Salem trials? It was 3 teenage girls (thought I’d

answer an easy one for you).

Or…those “judges” could later have scape-goated via the 3 teenage

girls. SO…maybe this actually was America’s first false flag? Who

took over the farms and houses of those hanged? America’s first

land-grab? Further to your statement, I’d like someday to see
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someone come up with an “audit” of the number tortured and killed

by HIERARCHIES verus ANARCHIES. Naturally, folks like Thomas

Hobbes (1660) made a big point of how the hierarchy and the

government are there to protect you from your neighbors and from

other nations. Hobbes devoted 350 pages to this in his seminal work

“Leviathan,” but it was accepted apriori with no accounting

whatsoever. Personally, I am perfectly able to take care of myself and

I think that much structure could be trimmed down (such as

government, drug cos, police, courts, lawyers generally, hospitals,

and I think that college degrees need to be reconfigured). If any of

this strikes a chord with you, you could click on my name for approx.

20 hours of video monologues, but they could also bore the shit out

of you…depending. wwg1wga

Last edited 5 hours ago by WrongWayCorrigan

Corrigan, have you ever heard of an author named James True. I

think not, but you should, his writing is rather unique and awesome ,

you may very well enjoy his writings and find them very thought

provoking. Try his book ” Blue Prints of Mind Control. There are

some chapters on the Salem Witch events and other things I am sure

you never thought of. This books might stir you writing and creativity

a bit. I hope you check this man’s books out , he even has a web site

you can check. Seriously , Corrigan, I think you will be pleased. Take

Care

You’re dementia is showing

Calling random people on a small internet forum Illuminati bc they

make a logical point that you disagree with shows full fledged

dementia

Also

 
Keep in mind to always be Critical Thinking about any

[dis]information we are fed with
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We have been said this or that for a reason only the one who share it

knows about.

There is a reason for everything and we are just those who try to

make sense of it.

Last edited 16 hours ago by WindGhost

He was last seen on the 6th, today is the 11th, so how does one day of

stopping flights , be associated with this story?

Planned military event culminating in the ground stop?

 
This also happened last night. Who lives in Delaware?

 
Is there a JAG base in Saudi Arabia?

“Why is the Saudi Arabian military leaving Delaware, USA in the

middle of the night?

Who’s on the plane?

 
Why?

 
Image at 0225.

Coordinated military operations World_Wide.”

 
SGAnon, 3 am EST, 1-11-23

Consider this.

 
Which basement is ‘Obama’ supposedly in, giving orders and tele-

prompts to the Resident? The WH basement? The fake WH

basement? Or the Resident’s Delaware home basement?

Did they snatch the Resident actor, O, or both of them?

“There is no evidence of a cyberattack at this point,” White House

Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre said in a tweet. So that must be

what happened! Just like “The border is not open.”

I’m sad to hear and pray our heavenly father is with him. I’m also

sure he has acquired many skills that will help him in times of

distress.
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He looks like the kind of military leader who would rather lead in the

field than behind a desk when the shits about to hit the fan and I

believe that coming shortly. Praying for you SIR in the name of Our

Father,Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen

So that’s why he handed over command to Gen. Smith. He is no

longer ‘behind a desk’ but doing something.

Johnny, I am in full agreement with this prayer from you…please

everyone reading this agree with this prayer…..the prayer of

agreement God honors and it is powerful…..praying for a huge

victory for our General

We have all grown weary of this fight .it needs to end even if we the

people have to end it enough is enough already

Your statement implies that WE are fighting back and that shit has

not and is not happening.

Thank you for pointing this out. No matter what some idiotic person

taught Millennials about writing, punctuation does matter!

They’ll come for whoever they want You KNOW who our enemies

really are by now!!!

 
Those who cry the most have the most to lose.

Oh my goodness….this is not good news at all. If they have General

Berger it could be a major disaster. The strange thing is that General

Berger left in the first place without telling anyone where he was

going or when he would be back. What/who could have coerced him

into leaving without a word? God please protect General Berger

wherever he may be. Please let them find him quickly. In Jesus Holy

Name we ask this.

You’re assuming it’s bad. How do you know it’s not good news? You

don’t. Relax until you know the truth. Continue to pray but do it in

faith not in fear.
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Bear in mind, the military would ordinarily keep something like this

secret from the public, while the search proceeded. The military had

good reason to give this story to MB. A good chance this is a wartime

bit of disinformation to elicit (draw out) a certain response from the

Deep-State. Or, perhaps the FAA ground stop last night until 9 EST

this morning brought about their desired results.

“Every flight across US grounded due to computer system glitch

 
The Federal Aviation Administration said it was working to restore

its Notice to Air Missions system which alerts pilots of potential

hazards along a flight route. Some 4,948 flights within, into or out of

the US have been delayed, according to a flight tracking website, and

868 cancelled.

All outbound flights were grounded until around 9am Eastern Time

(2pm GMT) as the Federal Aviation Administration worked to

restore its Notice to Air Missions (NOTAM) system, which alerts

pilots of potential hazards along a flight route.

As of 3pm GMT 4,948 flights within, into or out of the US have been

delayed, according to flight tracker FlightAware.com, while 868 have

been cancelled. Most delays were concentrated along the East Coast.

“Normal air traffic operations are resuming gradually across the US

following an overnight outage to the Notice to Air Missions system

that provides safety info to flight crews,” the FAA said.

“The ground stop has been lifted. We continue to look into the cause

of the initial problem.”” SkyNews

Que el BUEN DIOS JESUCRISTO, ayude al General Berger y a todos

los valientes Angeles guerreros “SOMBREROS BLANCOS”….. Espero

aparezca sano y salvo pronto. Esta en mis oraciones.

Mexicans speak Spanish,. Spanish is a language that is spoken by

over 250.000.000 people around the world, from Spain to Latin

America to the Philippines. Get a clue and Google it. Mexican is not a
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language but a nationality, like being American or French or

Japanese. Get an almanac or go on Biographics or History Hits, and

educate yourself.

Stop being an idiot, he speaks Spanish but he IS praying together

with us. THAT’S THE MOST IMPORTANT THING. General Berger’s

life is on the line and there is no room for stupidity here.

May the GOOD GOD JESUS CHRIST, help General Berger and all

the brave warrior angels “WHITE MEN”…. I hope he shows up safe

and sound soon. It’s in my prayers.

Thanks for your prayers; hopefully there are many Hispanic people

who also follow this news site.I’ll translate for the dum-dums who

only speak and write one language:

“Let the good lord Jesus Christ help General Berger and all the brave

angel white hat warriors. I hope he appears very soon, safe and

sound. He is in my prayers”

Amen to that I say!

Last edited 14 hours ago by Ceecee

Why was there no security detail to protect General Berger? The

article mentions no detail to protect him at all, this seems strange

that a high level White Hat would have no protection at all. Time to

pray like a house on fire!

Johnny-boy, have yelp same thing, Berger without goon squad

doesn’t make sense, whom top capo, boss of all bosses, head of the

commission.

Dear Father in heaven, send now your warrior angels to find &

protect General Berger, see to it that he is safe & unharmed & destroy

all attempts of the evil one to take his life or extract information from

him, let all the DS’s plans fail & backfire in their face. In Jesus name

amen!
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Yes, Father God – keep our General safe and sound, surround him

with your mighty warring angels ……we trust YOU. in Jesus name,

amen….

When General Berger (whom I greatly admire and appreciate)

stepped down, I thought he was goingon a special, unreported duty

such as Sessions, Durham, Huber. Hopefully that’s the case, but I

think his family would know how to reach him if it were. Or possibly

they’re not allowed to say for his own protection. We pray for his

safety!

It’s hard for me to believe, with his knowledge of the operation, that

he didn’t have some form of security protection. It was a glaring lack

of judgement on somebody’s part. I sincerely hope it’s not what it

looks like. May God protect the general.

Father hear our prayer, protect General Berger’s life, we ask you this

in Your Son’s name, Amen.

well since he was slow to do anything, maybe he is cabal like all the

others trump sides with

yeah , and no one here could ever broach that idea. A whole lot of

folks exercising idol and hero worship, with out questioning many

lapses and failures of some of these individuals in ” charge “, that ,

really they , the people, readers know not much of anything about.

It’s quite remarkable and it’s no wonder so many get fucked over and

duped so often. Blind faith , blind TRUST, people roll with this after

repeatedly , again getting fucked over, screwed and duped. I do not

understand this. it;s remarkably unbelievable .

General Smith will go scorched earth on the DS going forwards now,

things are going to get hot very fast I see!

Who knows, could have had a heart attack somewhere, drove off

highway down ravine, slumped in car at Walmart parking lot, in

cabin of a friend’s boat, etc.
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People of substance seldom travel without an entourage, could say, a

few goons.

Suspect Berger travels with entourage, as I posted goons.

Myself well versed of goons assuring personal safety. Something

doesn’t smell right here.

Seen Chuck Schumer with a single goon at NYC Labor Day parade

campaigning for Hillary, goon small in statute, though fire racker

poised to exploded. Could see in packing serious heat, ready to

explode. The clueless partaked in photo op.

Something doesn’t add up with a ‘Joint Chief of Staff’ having

unlimited resources travelling solo via ongoing events.

BTW, Peanut gallary cannot help themselves in posting negative via

my synopsis.

Last edited 10 hours ago by John .S

Firecracker, oops Fire “racker” have big fingers as small device user.

Grammer police hold your ridicule .

Last edited 10 hours ago by John .S

They could track his car. There’s no sense in this article so far.

There’s maybe tech at the teleport level that can pick up a whole car

or just a person and keep the car off the radar.

The first thing that comes to mind is DS. You mentioned “we don’t

want DS to do to us what we’ve done to them”…I think they just did. I

truly hope he will be found safe and unhurt

What ya mean? They have done way worse damage to the people….

Why do you think they are in this situation?

Last edited 15 hours ago by Sodie
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That may have happened when Trump Hired Gen. Berger, You folks

need to think about that. But you could never do that.

Time to do a clean sweep of these swamp monsters…. Let me know if

they need help…. I’m available anytime, anyplace, anywhere

WE know DJT did not do that, Oh yeah DJT talked about that quite a

bit, and the FAKE NEWS, FAKE NEWS, and he did nothing about

that either. This is why I say folks need to think about these things.

And you do not.

Find a psychic! A good one! This is imperative. My healer found all

types of lost objects including a passport that traveled all the way

from Connecticut to Baltimore (MD) and was returned to me after 3

months! She is growing too old to do such things. Find another. It is

urgent!

you can call California Psychics for a dollar a minute give’m a call

they are there 24/7 and they accept most major credit cards.

you guys are weak, lol. you think a god can tell his secrets? lol.

god’s arent allowed to there secrets.

BIG difference between “god’s” vs. ALMIGHTY GOD, the KING of

KINGS and Lord of Hosts. The ONE TRUE LIVING GOD.

“They were asked to keep his disappearance under wraps while

White Hats carry out an investigation.” Then why jeopardize him by

publishing this information? They must have already found him.

They did that because the White Hats want some entertainment for

evening, that entertainment would be reading the posts and

comments at RRN. No doubt they are LAUGHING THEIR ASSES -

OFF. SERIOUSLY they have to be ROARING WITH LAUGHTER! I

know I am.
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He’s probably on a beautiful beach somewhere, sipping margaritas

and Pina colada……on some white sandy Beach in the middle of

nowhere

I think he is purposely making bait out of himself. We are right.

General Berger is a huge military prize and I am sure he knows that

along with General Smith. He is not young and wreckless. Also

remember that we have taken full advantage of the retirements of the

deep state. Brian Stelter, Nancy Pelosi, Fauci had all announced

retirement plans and then they were arrested.

The more you air the White Hat dirty laundry the more incompetent

they look. So many instances of it on these pages. This one is just

mind blowing to think a man like that wouldn’t need security. This is

inexcusable. He did need to step down, this is total incompetence.

This is the response you wanted right by printing this article, correct?

“….left in a personal vehicle” I assume he was driving? Someone

hidden in the car? This is quite tragic, I believe. As hard as it may

seem, we must think positively and pray for his safety.

Just a thought, maybe when a single individual is considered a vault

of secrets upon which the entire success or failure of an operation

rests, when relieved of duty or resigned for reasons unknown, there

would be a debriefing and containment of the brain trust source to

assure secrecy remains intact.

A common civilian would think the military brain power would keep

this person close, under security watch or even in protective custody

when so much is riding on element of surprise and secrecy and the

reportedly uncertain terms he relinquished duty, given the revelation

of such occult technology such as remote electronic frequency mind

control [aka Havana Syndrome], clone tech, and whatever other

unrevealed methods of psionic advanced spy/warfare not to mention

the high profile “suicided’ and the “died suddenly” heart attack

phenomena being attributed to the bullshit c19 hoax.
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Rodině bylo řečeno, aby mlčela, ale příběh je v tisku pro veřejnost. To

nedává smysl. Generál nebo ne v případě takového rozsahu je

složitým prvkem zabezpečení operace a jako takový podléhá

podmínkám zabezpečení při vylodění. Buď je to dezinformační

příběh umístěný za určitým účelem, nebo by to spadalo do kategorie

velkého selhání zabezpečení Intel. Jen náhodná myšlenka.

 

 


